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Abstract This study presents and develops test methods for assessing sensitivity

to conflict of interest (COIsen). We are aware of no study assessing COIsen, but

note that some popular methods for assessing ethical sensitivity and related con-

structs (which include COIsen) are flawed in that their presentation of stimulus

material to subjects actually guides subjects to attend to ethical (or related) issues.

The method tested here was designed to avoid this flaw. Using adaptations of two

existing cases, a quota sample of 12 students was interviewed. Our method used

funnel-sequenced, open-ended interviews that were audiotaped and transcribed, then

subjected to a form of cognitive mapping. These maps revealed the presence of

‘‘indicators’’ of COIsen. We found that COIsen can be measured and that the global

COIsen score generated by our method is able to reveal much variation across

subjects, making it a worthwhile candidate for further consideration.

Keywords Responsible conduct of research � Conflict of interest � Ethical

sensitivity � Rest’s four component model � Cognitive mapping � Research ethics �
COI sensitivity

Conflicts of interest—particularly those of a financial nature—are generating

increasing concern across many settings, including health care, research,
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government, and business. The definition of a conflict of interest (COI) presented

more fully below conceptualizes COIs as a function of a situation. An individual’s

self-interest may be perceived as being at odds with the needs and interests of

others. The mere presence of a COI does not mean the individual will act

inappropriately; by the same token, just because the individual acts appropriately

does not mean the situation presents no COI.

Upon its discovery, a COI should be managed, reduced, or eliminated.1 However,

before one may actively process and respond to the COI, one must first be aware

that a conflict of interest exists. Such a perspective is consistent with the work of

James Rest and colleagues, which has provided the theoretical foundation of the

current research, and which will be discussed more fully below. Rest’s model of

moral behavior includes four components, and he argues that ‘‘We need to attempt a

fuller, more complicated, more integrated picture of morality and to envision how

the part processes are organized’’ (Rest 1983, p. 558). Ethical behaviors are at the

core of responses to situational elements that present conflicts of interest (COIs).

Indeed, conflict of interest is one of what Steneck (2007, p. xii) called ‘‘nine core

instructional areas that have been widely recognized as central to the responsible

conduct of research’’, or RCR. The connection between the responsible conduct of

research and ethics has been made by many, including the landmark report by the

Committee on Assessing Integrity in Research Environments (National Academies

2002).

Perceiving and thinking about conflicts of interest is conceptually analogous to

perceiving and pondering ethical issues, although investigating the relationships,

similarities, or differences between ethical sensitivity and COI sensitivity2 is beyond

the scope of the present study. The current research tests a method for evaluating

researchers’ ability to notice possible COIs. If a method for assessing COI

sensitivity can be developed, programs to provide RCR training on COIs can be

created and existing programs can be more effectively evaluated. Potentially,

training could reduce the harms that arise from unmanaged COIs and the advantages

of RCR could be strengthened.

This paper presents a preliminary application of a method to test the authors’

conceptual model assessing COI sensitivity (Lind and Lepper 2007). The model is

based on previous work assessing ethical sensitivity (Lind 1997; Lind and Rarick

1995; Lind and Rarick 1999; Lind et al. 1997; Lind et al. 1998; Swenson-Lepper

2005). After a brief discussion of the model and its theoretical foundation, the

method to assess sensitivity to conflicts of interest is described and applied.

1 Many university and research institution COI policies refer to the management, reduction, or

elimination of the conflict. The concept is also included in the federal regulations guiding such COI

policies. See the revised COI policy for research funded by the Department of Health and Human

Services (2011).
2 The relationship between ethical sensitivity and COI sensitivity is that of a fairly close analog, sharing

not only the same conceptual foundation but also a concern with matters of ethics/morality. Although COI

sensitivity does have some conceptual overlap with some other constructs such as social sensitivity

(Rothenberg 1970), rhetorical sensitivity (Hart et al. 1980), and rhetorical listening (Tompkins 2009)

COIsen does not map as fully onto those constructs as it does to ethical sensitivity.
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The present research is guided by the following research questions. Note that

although two separate scenarios were presented to subjects, and both are discussed

herein, due to space limitations the results section focuses primarily on a single

scenario.

RQ1: What specific indicators of COI sensitivity are present in subjects’

responses?

RQ2: To what extent does the method reveal differing levels of COI sensitivity

across subjects?

Conceptual Foundation

Moral behavior, according to James Rest and his colleagues (Rest 1986a, b),

involves a number of cognitive processes. Based on Kohlberg’s stage theory of

moral development, Rest devised a model of moral behavior with four parts. The

first component (sensitivity) involves interpreting the situation and is particularly

relevant to COI sensitivity. The other components are (2) judgment, defined as

determining the action that would be the ideal moral choice; (3) motivation, defined

as choosing between rival moral and non-moral values; and (4) action, defined as

carrying out a plan. Research does not have to examine all four components of

Rest’s model simultaneously. Indeed, scholars often choose to examine a single

component of Rest’s Four Component Model or the interactions between two of the

components in order to parse out the many processes that interact when people make

decisions about and act on moral issues.

In previous work, the authors have used variations of Rest’s model in other

contexts (mass media and organizational communication), informed by an

information processing approach which focuses on processes of attending to,

selecting and storing, integrating, and evaluating information (Bryant and Zillmann

1991; Woodall et al. 1983). The cognitive processes of integration and differen-

tiation (Walsh 1995) underlie the model used in this study. Differentiation is defined

as ‘‘the number of dimensions within a knowledge structure’’ (p. 298), and

integration can be described as the ‘‘degree of interconnectedness among the

knowledge structure’s dimensions’’ (pp. 298–299).

Component 1 has been examined by assessing how sensitive people are to ethical

issues in media (Lind 1997; Lind and Rarick 1995, 1999; Lind et al. 1997, 1998)

and organizational communication contexts (Swenson-Lepper 2005). Studies of

Component 2 investigated how viewers evaluated media content and their decisions

about whether news stories should be run (Lind 1993; Lind and Rarick 1992).

Component 3 research (Lind 1993, 1995), which focuses on moral decision making,

found that, after evaluating the story, viewers can decide what they would do next

and offer ideas about how they might specifically behave in response to the news

stories. For Component 4, moral behaviors, research found variability across

viewers’ self-reported behavior toward TV news, and their reported justifications for

their actions or lack thereof (Lind 1993, 1995).
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Ethical Sensitivity Research

Over the past two decades, measures of ethical sensitivity have proliferated. These

streams of research can be divided into groups based on the types of measures or

tasks they employ. Production tasks, including the method used in the present

research, pose open-ended questions to subjects about some stimulus material.

Recognition measures, on the other hand, tend to rely on closed-ended Likert-type

survey items. Finally, self-assessment tasks simply ask subjects to evaluate how

unethical certain behaviors are, inferring ethical sensitivity from rating behaviors as

unethical.

Production Tasks

Livingstone et al. (2006) continue the work of Sirin et al. (2003) by using the REST-

CD to measure ethical sensitivity. This computerized test allows participants to note

racial and ethical issues in videos of educational scenarios. Participants are scored

on which of the potential ethical considerations they notice and whether they have a

basic or advanced understanding of that issue. The REST-CD asks participants to

identify ethical issues, but not consequences, stakeholders, or situational

characteristics.

The TESS (Clarkeburn 2002; Fowler et al. 2009) asks participants to respond to

science scenarios, including ethical issues such as genetic modification, whereas the

Ethical Sensitivity Test (Sanders and Hoffman 2010) seeks responses to a detailed

social work scenario. Some production tasks ask for a list of all the issues subjects

notice in vignettes (Sanders and Hoffman 2010), but others (Clarkeburn 2002;

Fowler et al. 2009) specify how many questions or issues they’d like subjects to list.

Myyry and Helkama’s (2002) definition and content analysis method of responses to

a scenario about social work stay truer to Rest’s original definition of ethical

sensitivity, because it includes ‘‘special characteristics of the people, their rights and

responsibilities in the situation’’ (p. 40).

To assess the ethical sensitivity of auditors, Owhoso (2002) had subjects review a

case file, and rate (from 0 to 100%) the fraud risk for the organization described.

Although the materials were realistic, the percentage rating is a summary score,

making it hard to assess which ethical issues (fraud issues) the auditor subjects

noticed.

With the exception of Myyry and Helkama (2002), most researchers using

production tasks ask participants to list ethical issues, but do not ask how people

may be affected by decisions about those ethical issues. This is an important

limitation to bear in mind, because effects and stakeholders play a significant role in

the definition of ethical sensitivity presented in the landmark work done by Bebeau

et al. (1985).

Recognition Tasks

In the majority of research designs investigating ethical sensitivity, subjects respond

to a questionnaire presenting ethically-charged vignettes (Blodgett et al. 2001;
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Buchan 2005; Ozdogan and Eser 2007; Reidenbach and Robin 1990; Shawver and

Sennetti 2009), a method which essentially forces subjects to confront issues of right

and wrong. Generally, subjects are asked to choose an action that they would take

(Buchan 2005), rank vignettes on various categories from normative ethical theory

(Cohen et al. 1993; Hansen 1992; Reidenbach and Robin 1990), or rate whether the

situation has ethical implications, using that rating as the measure of ethical

sensitivity (Blodgett et al. 2001; Shawver and Sennetti 2009).

One problem with forcing people to confront issues of right or wrong is that they

may never have thought of the stimuli in terms of ethics had the questionnaire not

highlighted such issues. Schlacter (1990) notes that most research projects define the

stimulus situations in terms of ethics: ‘‘Researchers who seek to study the ethical

sensitivity of their subjects and use leading questions will tend to prejudge

outcomes…. If ethical consciousness is the object of study, a procedure like this will

bias the inquiry at the outset, and that data which result will only indicate a

sensitivity to the experimenter’s demand’’ (p. 848). He goes on to suggest that

interviews and other methods that avoid directly confronting subjects with moral

decisions might provide more valid results.

Self-Assessment Tasks

Self-assessment of ethical sensitivity is another common measure of ethical

sensitivity (Gegez et al. 2005; Inks et al. 2004; Simga-Mugan et al. 2005); in this

stream of research, people completing a survey are thought to be more ethically

sensitive if they rate certain behaviors more unethical than do other respondents. As

Simga-Mugan et al. (2005, p. 147) note, ‘‘ethical sensitivity is defined as the

tendency to judge the conduct unethical, thus, higher scores are associated with

greater ethical sensitivity.’’

Self-report measures, such as those used by Arnaud (2010), Tirri and Nokelainen

(2007), and Morton et al. (2006), seem unlikely to measure how sensitive people are

to ethical issues because they ask participants to self-report the ethicality of the

stimulus behavior, instead of presenting a situation and asking their perceptions of

the situation. Social desirability is also a problem with some of these measures; the

items often make clear what a ‘‘good’’ answer is.

Adapting Rest’s Model and Ethical Sensitivity to COI in the Research

Environment

Conflicts of interest in the research environment are only one of a number of

situations that can be examined by researchers who adapt Rest’s model. The

adaptation used in the present research (Lind and Lepper 2007), like Rest’s original

model, is logically ordered but not necessarily linear. People may drop out of the

processes depicted in the model at any point; if someone does not understand the

conflict of interest situation, it is unlikely that he or she will actively engage in

determining the responsible behaviors for the people involved, making consciously

appropriate actions less likely.
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The definition of COI sensitivity (COIsen) used herein is guided by the definition

of ethical sensitivity presented by Bebeau, Rest, and Yamoor (1985). According to

this definition, a person is more ethically sensitive when he or she makes conscious

choices of means or ends, identifies the impact that actions may have on other

people, and determines how applicable the standards of right and wrong may be.

Conceptually, COIsen is defined as an ability to perceive characteristics of a

research situation where individuals may feel loyalties or obligations that might be

inconsistent with (in conflict with) professional loyalties, duties, or obligations.

COIsen involves understanding that a research situation may present a COI, that one

may have to make a decision regarding what is right or wrong in the situation, and

that the COI may have an effect on others. This definition of COIsen includes

perceiving actions by the self or others; potential or actual behaviors; upholding or

violating ethical research practices; and consequences of that decision for others.

The authors’ prior work has argued that ethical sensitivity may be shown by

many ‘‘indicators.’’ The present work extends this concept to explore indicators of

COI sensitivity. Operationally, COIsen indicators are defined as the participant’s

verbal references to and linkages among discrete relevant concepts. COIsen

indicators represent multiple content domains and dimensions. The four primary

content domains of COIsen are as follows. Situational characteristics are the

features of the particular research context germane to the COI. These are the facts—

simple or complex—of the situation. Although not all facts require a great deal of

sensitivity to be perceived, the theoretical model supports the value of understand-

ing to what extent individuals are cognizant of the varied elements at play. The

elements of the situation may shape the COI, in that particular facts may put

researchers in a position where conflicts of interest exist. A COI is a function of a

situation involving a participant in a scientific research setting wherein the person’s

self-interest (e.g., potential to benefit personally from an activity or decision) may

present the appearance of impropriety and may be at odds with the needs and

interests of others (organization, colleagues, society, etc.); these conflicts may be

perceived as right or wrong, or may positively or negatively affect others’ welfare.

Consequences are defined as the effect the COI might have on people, situations,

actions, or ideas. Stakeholders are those individuals, groups, or institutions that may

be affected by the situation. Linkages reflect the relationships between situational

characteristics, COIs, consequences, and stakeholders.

In addition to the four content domains, three dimensions are relevant to

evaluating COIsen. The time dimension is demonstrated by how soon and how

spontaneously participants present COIsen indicators. Someone with greater COIsen

will discuss a potential conflict of interest sooner and with less prompting than will

someone with lower COIsen. Breadth is the second and most complex of the

COIsen dimensions; a wide span of different COIsen indicators can exist for each

scenario. The cognitive processes of differentiation and integration (Walsh 1995)

are represented within the breadth dimension. Differentiation is demonstrated by the

number of discrete situational characteristics, COIs, consequences, and stakeholders

noticed by the participant. Integration is best shown through the linkages, which are

the connections between the different types of indicators. People with higher levels

of COIsen will present a greater number of COIsen indicators. The third COIsen
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dimension, depth, reflects how thoroughly or robustly the person has thought about

the COIsen indicators. Greater COIsen should be connected to more comprehensive

discussions of COIsen indicators. The present study focuses on the time and breadth

dimensions.

Method

The method for examining conflict of interest sensitivity in this study was developed

by Lind and colleagues (Rarick et al. 1995) in order to avoid many of the problems

discussed above. Using an open-ended funnel type interview focusing on two

research scenarios containing conflicts of interest, participants were asked to

describe and then evaluate the scenarios. Only later were subjects asked if they

perceived any conflicts of interest in the scenarios. The interview questions are

described more thoroughly below.

Scenarios and Participants

The two scenarios were set in the bioengineering and health sciences contexts.

Because this exploratory research is a preliminary test of a method to assess

COIsen, a purposive sample was constructed that was hoped would yield subjects

presenting varied levels of COIsen. The quota sample of 12 university students

included six students majoring in engineering, and six in the sciences. Half of each

group was undergraduate and half graduate students. Students in these majors were

selected because prior research (Swenson-Lepper 2005) indicates that ethical

sensitivity is context-dependent, and by purposely increasing the variability between

subjects it was hoped to increase the likelihood that participants would be more

familiar with one of the scenario contexts than the other. Likewise, the selection of

graduate and undergraduate students was designed to vary levels of experience with

the field. All participants gave written informed consent and the Institutional

Review Boards at the universities of both authors approved the study. Subjects were

given a $10 gift certificate to the university bookstore for participating.

The two scenarios are based on existing cases, adapted and used with permission,

and are available on request from the first author. In the first scenario, Dr. Jane Oak

is an assistant professor in the bioengineering department at a well-known research

university (Council on Governmental Relations 2002). Outside of the university, she

consults for a local company (RWP). The consulting agreement includes non-

disclosure provisions and assigns intellectual property to RWP. A graduate student

becomes involved in the project. Eventually, RWP spins the project into a new

company, where Dr. Oak holds equity and serves as head of the scientific advisory

board. The company provides a grant for Dr. Oak’s university laboratory. Her work

for the company starts taking more time, but she doesn’t wish to leave the

University.

In the other case, Dr. Wagner is a physician-researcher who has developed a

promising diabetes drug (University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston

2005). His university has patented the drug and will share royalties with
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Dr. Wagner. Dr. Wagner started a company to develop and commercialize the drug.

He owns the majority of stock, and is the President and CEO; other university

individuals or groups also hold equity. He wants to conduct a clinical trial at the

University Diabetes Center where he is the Medical Director, processing the

biopsies in his lab using techniques he developed.

Interviews, Coding and Scoring

Interviews

This study used semi-structured interviews that were recorded and transcribed.

These questions, as in Lind and Rarick’s (1994) work, use a funnel-sequence, in

which subjects are asked general questions earlier in the interview and targeted

questions near the end of the interview. Interviews lasted about 30–45 min and were

presented as the participants’ ‘‘opinions on the decisions academics make as they

conduct research.’’

The interview format, which included open-ended questions and a funnel

sequence, allowed respondents to discuss COIs before they were specifically asked

about them. After being presented with each situation, participants were first asked

questions which did not explicitly solicit evaluation (describe the situation;

highlight what stood out in the situation), although the open ended questions fully

allowed for evaluative comments to be made. Later in the discussion the interviews

did solicit evaluation (should Dr. Oak continue to work for both the university and

the company, or should Dr. Wagner conduct the research as described; negative and

positive aspects of doing so), but did not introduce the concept of COIs, although

the subjects could discuss COIs if desired. The interview then introduced a deeper

level of evaluation, still without mentioning COI, by asking whether the situation

presented any ethical issues. Only then were subjects asked whether the situation

presented any COIs and if so, what, how, and who might be affected. Subjects were

asked how the COI might be managed, but those responses were not coded for the

present study. The interview schedule is available from the first author.

The open-ended funnel-type interview allows researchers to gauge whether

subjects address relevant issues without prompting, which permits consideration of

the time dimension of COI sensitivity. This approach supports assigning greater

weight to earlier, unprompted discussions of COIs.

Coding

Transcripts of the interviews were coded using cognitive mapping techniques

(Axelrod 1976), adapted from a procedure developed by Wrightson (1976). A

cognitive map seeks to represent characteristics of a subject’s thinking. In this case,

the cognitive maps represent COIsen indicators in each of the four content domains

(situational characteristics, issues, stakeholders, and consequences) and the linkages

a subject makes between indicators. The more COIsen indicators that are present in

the subjects’ maps, the greater the subjects’ sensitivity to conflicts of interest. For a
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more in-depth discussion of how Axelrod’s work has been adapted to ethical

sensitivity see Lind et al. (1997).

Following the work of Bebeau et al. (1985) and the components of Lind’s (1993)

model of viewer response to ethically controversial news content, the interview

transcripts were closely analyzed to discover the specific concepts contained within

each key category theorized to indicate COI sensitivity. This revealed various

situational characteristics (e.g., diabetes drug, royalty distribution, involvement in

the company, use of students on projects, spends less time at university lab), COIs

(e.g., whether lure of profits might interfere with good scientific/research/medical

practices; whether company activities interfere with commitment to students);

consequences (e.g., loss of intellectual property, students don’t receive proper

mentoring, university or other actors improperly influence research, harms to human

research participants); and stakeholders (e.g., students, research subjects, research

funders, the university). It is these specific concepts, the discrete indicators of COI

sensitivity, which are coded in the interview transcripts. Concepts present in the

interviewees’ discussions and evaluations of the scenarios are included in the

cognitive maps; concepts not mentioned are not included. Two coders indepen-

dently coded all of the transcripts and resolved all differences by consensus.

Because of the preliminary nature of this work and the small sample, formal

reliability calculations were not conducted, but previous experience with this

method indicate that multiple coders can indeed apply this type of coding system

reliably.

The lists of story characteristics, ethical issues, stakeholders, and consequences

were placed, along with additional definitions and rules, in a codebook (available

from the first author) that was applied to the interview transcripts to generate the

cognitive maps for this study. The system was designed to be descriptive rather than

prescriptive; therefore, any pertinent indicator of COIsen raised by an interviewee

was added to the codebook when it appeared. The COIsen indicators for the Oak

case are listed in Table 2, which will be referenced more fully in the results section;

due to space constraints an equivalent discussion cannot be made of the Wagner

case.

To allow factoring the time dimension into the COIsen scores, each interview

transcript was divided into seven time units based on the increasingly narrowing

focus of the questions. For example, questions asking only for description fell into

Time A and Time B, whereas questions specifically asking about COIs fell into

Time E and Time F.

Calculating COIsen Scores

When calculating COIsen scores, more value should be given for COIsen indicators

presented earlier in the interview. COIsen scores should also reflect linkages or

connections between indicators. Although there are many ways to compute these

scores, the technique that seems most consistent with the philosophy of the coding

system is to weight the responses based on their timing. Each indicator is assigned a

base value of 1, which is then weighted according to the timing of the indicators’

first mention by the subject. Based on this, the content indicators were weighted as
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follows: In Time A, most content indicators were weighted by a factor of 3. In Time

B, these indicators were weighted by a factor of 2.5. By Time E, and beyond,

indicators were not weighted at all, assigned the base value of 1.

One type of indicator, situational characteristics, is never given extra weight,

because this is the focus of the first question of the interview. COIsen scores also

included the linkages subjects make to connect indicators across content domains,

but because making a connection earlier is not deemed more indicative of COIsen

than a connection made later, linkages are not weighted. Each unique linkage is

always assigned a value of 1. The scores for each indicator are non-redundant and,

when weighted, always assigned the value of their first appearance. That is, if a

participant mentioned a specific indicator in Time A, no additional credit was

received for repeating that same indicator later.

The COIsen score is a sum of the weighted content scores, plus a score of one for

each link in each time unit. As an example, Table 1 shows the weighted sums for

one subject. The subject’s weighted COIsen score is 92. The weighted additive

COIsen score is useful because it allows for calculating summary scores and

supports the use of correlations and other statistics, but the unfortunate side effect is

that it eliminates much of the description present in the cognitive maps.

Results

RQ1: What Specific Indicators of COIsen are Present in Subjects’ Responses?

Table 2 presents the COIsen indicators for the Dr. Oak case, in rank order, by

content domain. The table contains much detail, and reveals that not only do

respondents seem to be more sensitive to certain content domains than others, but

also that some individual indicators are much more commonly mentioned than

others. For example, 7 of the 25 situational characteristics in the Dr. Oak case were

noticed by at least 75% of subjects, whereas 7 others were noticed by less than one-

third. Some were mentioned by 100% of participants; others were not mentioned at

all. In terms of conflicts of interest in the Dr. Oak case, only two of the 10 possible

COIs were mentioned by even half of the respondents; the rest were noted by fewer

than one-third. Perhaps as a function of the student sample, the most-commonly

noted COI had to do with Dr. Oak’s ability to perform her university duties. More

respondents tended to notice certain consequences than COIs and even stakeholders.

Four of the 12 possible stakeholders, and six of the 7 possible consequences, were

mentioned by at least 75% of the respondents. Only one consequence, but 7 of the

12 possible stakeholders, were mentioned by fewer than one-third of the sample.

Although respondents noted relatively few COIs on average in their deliberations on

the Dr. Oak case, the consequences of those COIs were far more thoroughly

covered. Due to space limitations the equivalent lists of COIsen indicators for the

Dr. Wagner case are not presented but are available from the first author. As in the

Oak scenario, some COIsen indicators were commonly noted in responses to the

Wagner case, whereas others were noted rarely or not at all.
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Table 2 Frequency and rankings of all indicators (Dr. Oak case)

Freq % Rank

Situational characteristics indicators

Dr. Oak, assistant professor 12 100 1

In bioengineering dept. at a research university 12 100 1

Oak spends a lot of time on Green Company work. Tends to leave

university research responsibilities to late at night and weekend meetings

12 100 1

RWP saw Oak’s approach as innovative and, thus, created Green Company 11 92 4

Studies chemicals that mimic adhesins 9 75 5

Oak received a significant research grant from Green Company for her lab 9 75 5

Oak volunteers one of her grad students to conduct experiments that

complement the RWP studies

9 75 5

Birch (at RWP) called Oak to discuss RWP’s problems, and invited Oak to

give a seminar (paid travel expenses and honorarium)

8 66 8

Consulting arrangement occurs between RWP and Oak 8 66 8

RWP is an electricity supplier in Dr. Oak’s area 7 58 10

RWP wants to eliminate zebra mussel infestations because those

infestations are blocking inlet pipes at power generating plants

7 58 10

Oak’s consulting fee is lucrative and attractive 7 58 10

Oak named cofounder and head of Green Co.’s scientific advisory board

because of her credentials and her university’s credentials

7 58 10

Oak gave overview of research on adhesins and brainstormed with RWP’s

research team about how to apply basic research to RWP’s problem

6 50 14

Any patentable inventions in her field of expertise are the property of RWP 6 50 14

Highly productive collaboration 6 50 14

Oak doesn’t want to leave the University, and believes that Green

Company is a significant opportunity for her

6 50 14

Oak can’t disclose any information that she learns during meetings with

RWP

5 42 18

Oak received founder’s shares and stock options 4 33 19

Oak receives NSF funding 3 25 20

Good discussions, leading to suggestions about experiments for Oak to

conduct

3 25 20

RWP provided initial capital and Green Company will seek additional

investors

2 17 22

Oak signs the agreement as a university employee 2 17 22

Oak shared results of unpublished research 1 8 24

RWP assigned consulting agreement with Oak, and RWP’s intellectual

property, to Green Company

0 0 25

Conflicts of interest indicators

Whether her activities with the company are so time consuming that they

interfere with her ability to do her university job

10 83 1

Whether her desire to be involved with the company (including financial

incentives) interfere with her upholding her obligations to the university

(including teaching, general loyalty to university; following IP and

publication policies, etc.)

7 58 2
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Table 2 continued

Freq % Rank

Whether she should have begun this activity without clear approval from

the university

4 33 3

Whether her desire to be involved with the company (including financial

incentives) interfere with her upholding her obligations to the university

(including teaching, general loyalty to university; following IP and

publication policies, etc.)

3 25 4

Whether the company’s goals are inconsistent with Dr. Oak’s goals as a

university researcher, or with the university’s goals

3 33 4

Whether her activities with the company involve improper use of

university resources.

3 33 4

Whether she should keep her research with the company confidential,

given that the university is her employer

2 17 7

Whether her activities are interfering with her ability to spend time with/

meet obligations toward her family/friends/etc

1 8 8

Whether her relationship/activities with the company are affecting the

types/topics of research she undertakes at the university

1 8 8

Whether she is acting on behalf of/representing herself as an individual or

as a representative of the university

1 8 8

Stakeholders indicators

Jane Oak 11 92 1

University 11 92 1

Oak’s advisees, students, and post-docs; excluding lab employees 10 83 3

Green Co and its employees, investors, and customers 9 75 4

Her lab and the people working in 7 58 5

RWP and its employees (including Mr. Birch), investors, and customers 3 25 6

Other university faculty 3 25 7

Bioengineering department 2 17 8

Other electricity suppliers and their employees, investors, and customers 2 17 8

Oak’s family/friends 1 8 10

General public, the community 1 8 10

The government (NSF, regulatory agencies) 0 0 12

Consequences indicators

Non-financial harms 12 100 1

No mutually satisfactory solution 11 92 2

Non-financial rewards 10 83 3

Financial rewards 10 83 3

Mutually satisfactory solution 10 83 3

Financial harms 9 75 6

Affect/limit Dr. Oak’s university research, choose topics based on value to

company rather than pure scientific interest

4 33 7
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RQ2: To What Extent Does This Method Reveal Differing Levels of COIsen

Across Subjects?

Using the weighted-additive method discussed earlier, a global COIsen score for

each participant was calculated. Although the small sample in this preliminary study

precludes statistical tests of difference across groups, the purpose of the present

research was to test the method, and the purposive sample was selected in an

attempt to generate responses yielding varying levels of COIsen. Table 3, by

presenting the scores for each individual subject (by content indicators, linkages or

arrows, and global COIsen score) reveals that the method is indeed able to generate

a wide range of COIsen scores. For example, subjects’ COIsen scores ranged from

24 to 121.5 (Oak scenario) and 6 to 135 (Wagner Scenario). The mean COIsen for

the Oak scenario was 79.63 (sd = 25.76) and for Wagner it was 44.09 (sd = 24.59).

Considerations of the possible range of scores are complicated because of the

inclusion of the link scores, so thinking of the actual linkages made as a function of

those that are possible is less valuable. Technically, in the Dr. Oak case, subjects

could make 404 linkages based on the indicators [(25 situational characteris-

tics 9 10 COIs) ? (10 COIs 9 7 stakeholders) ? (7 stakeholders 9 12 conse-

quences)]. Further, although all linkages are numerically possible, they are not

always logical for the scenarios.

In the respondents’ discussions of these two scenarios, a maximum of 86

different link types appeared, with a minimum of zero. The average number of links

in the Oak case is 40; in the Wagner case, 25.25. Because the method is descriptive

rather than prescriptive, the number of indicators in any of the content domains may

increase in future studies, especially those using a larger sample. If so, the number

of potential linkages would also increase.

Table 3 Individual COIsen scores

ID* Oak case Wagner case

Content score Linkage score Total score Content score Linkage score Total score

EU1 46 46 92 49 86 135

EU2 29 34 63 8 0 8

EU3 46 45 91 24 13 37

EG1 38.5 27 65.5 33.5 25 58.5

EG2 52 53 105 27 35 62

EG3 42 39 81 39.5 39 78.5

SU1 33 31 64 16 11 27

SU2 36 35 71 22 6 28

SU3 16 8 24 6 0 6

SG1 55.5 66 121.5 28 22 50

SG2 34 38 72 30 29 59

SG3 47.5 58 105.5 34 37 71

EU Engineering undergrad, EG Engineering grad, SU Science undergrad, SG Science grad
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In terms of the four specific content domains, for the Oak scenario, the number of

observed indicators is as follows. Situational characteristics: mean = 13.5;

sd = 3.32; observed range = 7–19; maximum possible = 25. Conflicts of interest:

mean = 2.92; sd = 2.07; observed range = 1–8; maximum possible = 10. Stake-

holders: mean = 5; sd = 1.21; observed range = 2–6; maximum possible = 12.

Consequences: mean = 5.5; sd = 1.57; observed range: 2–7; maximum

possible = 7.

For the Wagner scenario, the number of observed indicators is as follows.

Situational characteristics: mean = 11.5; sd = 3.03; observed range = 6–15;

maximum possible = 22. Conflicts of interest: mean = 2.08; sd = 1.38; observed

range = 0–4; maximum possible = 10. Stakeholders: mean = 4.08; sd = 2.74;

observed range = 0–9; maximum possible = 14. Consequences: mean = 3;

sd = 1.9; observed range: 0–6; maximum possible = 9.

Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, participants evaluated scenarios presenting research conflicts of

interest. After reading the scenarios, each person was interviewed using a funnel-

sequenced, open-ended format. The interviews were taped, transcribed, and coded

using a cognitive mapping process; cognitive maps were then scored using a

weighted additive process.

This study found that COIsen can be measured and that the weighted-additive

method provides a global score. The method was able to discern much variation

across subjects. Subjects were able not only to differentiate but also to integrate

concepts related to COIsen. Differentiation was demonstrated through the variety of

subjects’ responses; some subjects presented more COIsen indicators than did

others. Integration was shown through subjects’ linkages across indicators in the

four content domains. Some subjects were able to connect more indicators than

were others, showing varying levels of integration. Therefore, this study has

demonstrated that the method, using these two case studies, the funnel-sequenced

open-ended interview, and the application of modified cognitive-mapping tech-

niques, generated valuable data related to COIsen, and is worthy of further study

and validation efforts.

A major challenge of the cognitive mapping technique used herein is how labor

intensive it is. After generating and testing the scenarios, the interview questions

must be created and tested. Interviewers must be trained. Subjects must be recruited

and interviewed. Next, interviews must be transcribed, a coding manual developed,

and coders trained. Only then can coding begin, as long as adequate levels of

intercoder reliability are achieved on a sample of the transcripts. Finally, after the

cognitive maps have been created, the maps can be used to generate the data for

analyses.

However, even though this method is resource intensive, it seems an effective

method to assess COIsen. By its nature, COIsen does not lend itself well to

traditional paper and pencil measures, which frequently provide clues guiding what

subjects attend to in the scenarios, and thus, a paper and pencil test may not really
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examine COIsen as defined in this research. Perhaps the only other data collection

method that would not give away what participants were supposed to perceive

would be to have them write their responses to the scenarios, following a similar

open-ended funnel-sequenced set of questions. However, Bebeau et al. (1985) found

that written responses, when compared with oral responses, showed significantly

lower levels of ethical sensitivity.

Although this is but a preliminary study using a small quota sample of students

exposed to only two scenarios, the present research exhibits some methodological and

theoretical strengths. One strength of the methodology is that the complex stimuli

generated complex responses in a manner that is more similar to a real world situation

than a stimulus including only one issue. Another is that the method does not

encourage subjects to attend to conflicts of interest until late in the interview, thereby

allowing for the spontaneous (unprompted) appearance of the COIsen indicators.

One major advantage of this approach is that it is grounded both in theory and

data. Conceptually, the approach is based on Rest’s Four-Component model, but the

specific indicators of COIsen are drawn from what subjects say. The version of

cognitive mapping is a fruitful analog of the production tasks described previously

because of its flexibility; it allows people’s response patterns to be uninhibited,

making the researcher less intrusive during the interview and analysis process.

Finally, unlike the DEST (Bebeau et al. 1985), this method does not necessitate that

the coders be experts from the profession; instead, nearly anyone who is willing can

be trained to use this system.

Most importantly, COIsen is conceptualized as a cognitive ability; it can be

learned, and it can be measured. Therefore, the approach has implications for RCR

(Responsible Conduct of Research) training programs. In this project, the approach

has been tested on just one of the RCR conceptual domains, but it could be applied

to any of the nine conceptual domains individually or to RCR sensitivity as a global

construct. Thus, a second advantage of the approach is inextricably tied to the first:

the model and methods can also be applied to sensitivity to the responsible conduct

of research, which could be called RCRsen. The combination of open-ended funnel-

type interview and cognitive mapping could be used to diagnose and address an

individual’s specific RCRsen strengths and weaknesses.

Additional COIsen research efforts could include further analyses of the results

produced by the interview process, which obviously provides rich information from

each participant. It would be possible, for example, to do interpretive comparisons

of maps across participants or it may be possible to develop prototypical maps and

compare participants’ maps to those prototypes.

Future research could use a significantly larger sample in order to examine the

relationship of COIsen to other variables. More work needs to be done to examine

COIsen as a knowledge structure, including how the knowledge structure is

developed. This study indicates that there seem to be significant differences in

COIsen levels among adults, even among adults with similar levels of education.

The processes at work in education that seem to yield these differences could be

examined.

Related to this, researchers could follow in Rest’s footsteps and examine how

people can be trained to have higher levels of COIsen (Baab and Bebeau 1990;
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Bebeau et al. 1985; Rest 1988; Lind et al. 1996). If, as Rest suggests, people’s levels

of ethical sensitivity (and, likely, COIsen), increase through group interaction and

discussion of ethical situations, those who study human interaction should be at the

heart of the research. Because being ethically sensitive does not seem to guarantee

ethical behavior (nor, by analogy, does having high levels of COIsen, guarantee that

COIs will be successfully reduced, managed, or eliminated), more work is needed to

examine how the components of Rest’s model interact, from the perception of an

ethical issue or conflict of interest through taking moral action. How do other

values, decision-making strategies, and organizational communication factors affect

how people in organizations make ethical decisions and perceive conflicts of

interest?

Future research may also include a need-for-cognition scale. Individuals with

higher COIsen levels may also have a greater need for cognition. Singer et al. (1998)

found that people with higher and lower need-for-cognition levels perceived

characteristics of the issues differently. The same results could be true for the

measure of conflict of interest sensitivity described herein.

The relationships between variables and patterns in the COIsen indicators are

also worthy topics for future research. The finding that subjects noted relatively few

COIs in the Dr. Oak case and relatively many consequences of those COIs may be a

function of the subjects’ status as students themselves. Although the sample

purposely included students in different majors and at different stages in their

academic careers, because all 12 interviewees were students perhaps some of the

variance across the different groups was reduced. However, that cannot be the sole

explanation because the discussions of the Dr. Wagner case, which did not present

this pattern, also transpired in an academic setting and involved students. In any

case, further research could increase the understanding of response patterns and

relative areas of strength and weakness; this in turn could inform educational efforts

designed to increase COIsen.

The weighted-additive method used in the present research holds promise, yet the

formula by which the COIsen score is calculated may require additional

consideration. For example, should the four different content domains be weighted

differently? In this preliminary work, all indicators were given a base value of 1. For

three of the content domains, this base value was increased based on time of

appearance. Situational characteristics are indeed an important content domain of

COIsen, but perhaps each one is worth relatively less than, say, a COI. Perhaps,

also, indicators that are more difficult to perceive should be scored more highly than

the more obvious or more common indicators. Although working with different

iterations of the weighted-additive formula could provide a more finely grained

assessment, it must be noted that the process of assigning value to the individual

indicators introduces a level of complexity not currently present in the method. It is

possible that doing so might introduce a reliance on subject-area experts, and

decrease the flexibility with which the system can be used by non-experts.

Undisclosed, unmanaged, and even unnoticed conflicts of interest pose ethical,

fiscal and regulatory-compliance challenges for research institutions and research-

ers. Given that COI sensitivity is a cognitive skill, training programs could be

created that would help researchers and program managers not only more
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effectively resolve COIs, but also more thoroughly develop their COI perceptual

abilities. A method such as the one described herein could be a valuable tool in

assessing the efficacy of such a program.
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